Hot Chestnut UG (haftungsbeschränkt) is a young startup from Munich, working on revolutionizing your nightlife experience. While most industries experienced huge changes during the last decades, clubbing has remained fundamentally unchanged. Digitalization simply passed by all night clubs and bars. Our vision is to make clubbing more valuable to YOU by providing useful services such as ordering drinks, meeting up with someone in the same club and many more 😊

Your tasks

Develop a Progressive Web App (PWA)

You will work hand-in-hand with our frontend developer to build our end user application using latest technologies. You will help revolutionize clubbing for everyone! Your tasks will include:

- Composing and setting up a development and production environment, locally and on a virtual private hosting provider incl. version control and build system. (e.g. AWS, Git, Gulp).
- Building the frontend screens with a native app look and feel. Possible frameworks could be React, Vue, Angular, Polymer or others.
- Developing a service worker to enable native functionalities and a caching strategy.
- Integrating the backend functionality into the frontend and deploying the software.

Your skills

- You are a UI ninja and passionate in building cool, responsive frontend applications
- You have experience in working with the following technologies
  - Frontend Frameworks (React, Vue, Angular, Polymer, others).
  - Version Control (Git, GitHub, GitLab).
  - Build Systems (Gulp, Grunt).
  - Docker, Jenkins (nice to have, not required).
- You have knowledge about software engineering and basic programming patterns like the Model View Controller (MVC), Observer Pattern or the Factory Pattern.
- Cleverness

Subject area: Economics

- The project will be supervised by the Entrepreneurship Research Institute, Prof. Patzelt.
- You will take the two lectures “Entrepreneurship” and “Technology and Innovation Management: Introduction”
Your benefits when doing an IDP @ Clubcloud.app

- Be part of a young, flexible and internationally diverse team (UK, US, Germany)
- Actively participate in building a major disruptive solution for the clubbing scene
- Work with and learn from experienced professionals in IT and project management
- Extremely steep learning curve
- Gain experience with cutting edge technologies and frameworks.
- Free beer! 😃

Interested?

Contact: oliver.kolar@hotchestnut.de